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If you enjoy the occasional pub meal, a drink at the bar, or if you're interested in Lancashire's social history, you're sure to find something
entertaining in Peter Thomas's introduction to the county's pubs. It opens with a round-up of the history of brewing, pubs and ale-selling, and
a section on Lancashire's pub signs, though most of the book is dedicated to an A-Z of over fifty of the most interesting inns. Their history,
architecture, ghosts and associated legends are all featured, as well as the exploits of their famous and infamous landlords and landladies.
Peter's exhaustive research has resulted in a gem of a book which brings together the proud history, traditions and customs associated with
Lancashire hostelries; from ale tasting at the Plough at Eaves to the Britannia Coconut Dancers at the Crown Inn at Bacup. A fascinating
journey, with plenty of refreshment stops along the way, this will appeal to anyone with an interest in local history, and those who'd like to
know more about the convival surroundings in which they might enjoy a pint.
A country girl at heart, Julia Bradbury's passion for walking and the great outdoors is a legacy from her dad and her childhood in rural Rutland
and Sheffield where she went to school. She grew up exploring gently undulating hills and rugged green valleys. Now a mother of three, Julia
once more pulls on her hiking boots and goes in search of Britain's Best Walks with a View for ITV. Join her as she sets out along eight of the
UK's best-loved paths, showcasing Britain's beauty and opening our eyes to the sights and sounds, the flora and fauna and the stories, past
and present, of the places and people she passes on the way. At once a practical guide and a love letter to the British countryside,
Unforgettable Walks shows why our all-weather love affair with walking is still going strong. Julia's footsteps take her through the whole
spectrum of Britain's diverse and beautiful landscapes, from the Jurassic coast of Dorset and the rich history of the South Downs to the
breathtaking scenery of the Peak District and the Yorkshire Dales. Funny, inspiring and packed with beguiling characters, join Julia as she
criss-crosses the country in sun, wind and rain, in search of the perfect walk, the perfect view - and the perfect pub. The Walks Dorset: The
Golden Cap Walk Cotswolds: The Cleeve Hill Walk Anglesey: The Snowdon View Walk Yorkshire Dales: The Malham Cove Walk Lake
District: The Borrowdale Valley Walk Cumbria: The High Cup Nick Walk South Downs: The Birling Gap Walk Peak District: The Kinder Scout
Walk
He made you cry with laughter with Paint It White, now the celebrated Leeds-supporting, cartoon-drawing, painting-and-decorating eccentric
Gary Edwards is back. It turns out that his first book was only an undercoat and now the story of his crazy life following Leeds needs a
second coat. No wonder: Edwards, you see, has seen every Leeds game - competitive and friendly anywhere in the world - since 17 January
1968*. During those 37 years, he's been there, done that and bought the T-shirt. So, after subtle prompts from his travelling companions, he's
back with more tales that simply would not fit into the first volume. There's barely a pub in the land he can step into without some well-
meaning soul coming up to him and demanding, 'Loved the book, Gary! When are you going to do another - with me in it?' So here it is -
another fabulously entertaining collection of travelling tales and friends remembered. Eventually. In this follow-up instalment of high gloss and
drama, Edwards recounts how he befriended a real-life Leeds-supporting Dalek, convinced Rolf Harris that the earth was flat, was accosted
by firemen while trying to paint a fire engine white, appeared on the sides of buses with his face painted in Leeds colours and received letters
from the Queen and the Prime Minister after he complained about David Beckham getting an OBE! Leeds United: The Second Coat is
another hilarious account of the scrapes, adventures and moments of comedy that a life's passion for Leeds United has brought Gary
Edwards. *OK, he missed one but he still has the match ticket, and only a strike by Spanish air traffic control stopped him getting to a one-off
friendly in Toronto.
This book selects 32 of the best Dales walks and offers them with a wealth of interesting features encountered along the way. They are
based on well-known towns and villages, mainly within those areas which are most popular and best loved.
Whether you like taking in historic sites and cathedrals or great shopping and nightlife, quiet, quaint villages or swinging seaside resorts, the
cosmopolitan aura of London or the spectacular beauty of the Lake District, you’ll find plenty to see and do in England. This friendly guide
doesn’t solve the mystery of prehistoric Stonehenge, but it helps you solve the mystery of how to make the most of your time and your
money, with: Five great one- or two-week itineraries to help you hit the high points on your list Suggestions for day-trips from London The low-
down on the high-brow castles Information on areas from the Yorkshire moors to the cliffs of Cornwall to Stratford-upon-Avon Tips for getting
around in London via Underground, bus, or taxi A tear-out cheat sheet to help you with unfamiliar British words so you can understand the
blokes Like every For Dummies travel guide, England For Dummies, 3rd Edition includes: Down-to-earth trip-planning advice What you
shouldn’t miss—and what you can skip The best hotels and restaurants for every budget Handy Post-it Flags to mark your favorite pages
Travel and nature writer Mike Bagshaw has lived in Yorkshire for over 25 years and in this, his unique guide to the area, he brings to life the
landscapes and wildlife of the region and indulges his interests in crafts, architecture, local history, folklore and pubs. This personal guide - a
book to be read as well as used - explores the nooks and crannies of this dramatic and diverse county and takes in all the well known sights
as well as regional secrets, including fossil hunting, wild food foraging and the game of quoits. Hand-picked accommodation from Alastair
Sawday ensures a comfortable stay, helping to get the most out of a 'slow' visit to one of Britain's most beautiful areas.
The North York Moors and Wolds offer a diverse range of walking opportunities - from the stunning scenery of Robin Hood's Bay
through the grand ruins of Rievaulx Abbey to the wildness of the Moors themselves. This collection of 100 walks of up to 10 miles
will help you explore the best of this beautiful region. There are routes to suit all walking abilities; easy-to-follow directions; clear
and detailed route maps sourced from the Ordnance Survey; details of where to park and places to eat and drink and interesting
sights to see along the way.
Peter Thomas's introduction to the county's pubs opens with a brief chapter about the history of brewing and pubs, and a short
history of pub signs in Yorkshire. Most of the book is dedicated to a round-up of interesting inns - their history and architecture,
ghosts and legends associated with them, and famous and infamous landlords and landladies.
Ted Hughes's South Yorkshire tells the untold story of Hughes's Mexborough period (1938-1951) and demonstrates conclusively
that Hughes's experiences in South Yorkshire in town and country, educationally, in literature and love were decisive in forming
him as the poet of his subsequent fame.
In 2012 The Good Pub Guide celebrated its 30th anniversary, and is as invaluable as ever. Its comprehensive yearly updates and
countless reader reports ensure that only the very best pubs make the grade. Here you will find classic country pubs, town-centre
inns, riverside retreats, gastropubs, historic gems and exciting newcomers, plus pubs specialising in wine, malt whisky, or own-
brew beer. Find out the top pubs in each county for beer, dining and accommodation, and discover the winners of the coveted
titles of Pub of the Year and Landlord of the Year. Packed with information, The Good Pub Guide 2012 is a fund of honest,
entertaining and indispensable information.
Make the Most of Your Time in Britain is a celebration of the most extraordinary places you can visit in Great Britain. From historic
houses to eccentric festivals, this incredible photography collection features the best things to do, see and experience in Great
Britain. High-quality photography brings each place to life, from the seascapes of Cornwall and dazzling northern lights of Scotland
to the skiing wonder of Snowdonia in Wales. Lively descriptive text accompanies each entry, which will inspire even the most
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intrepid traveller, highlighting exactly what makes it so special to visit now. The book reaches almost every corner of Britain, with
each place carefully selected by experienced experts and specialists. Features of Make the Most of Your Time in Britain -
Uncovers the top places to visit in Great Britain - Stylish coffee-table book with inspirational, high-quality photography - Employs
Rough Guides' "tell it like it is" ethos - Carefully curated by expert authors and editors About Rough Guides: Rough Guides have
been inspiring travellers for over 35 years, with over 30 million copies sold. Synonymous with practical travel tips, quality writing
and a trustworthy "tell it like it is" ethos, the Rough Guides list includes more than 260 travel guides to 120+ destinations, gift-
books and phrasebooks.
MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR TIME ON EARTH Discover Yorkshire with this comprehensive, entertaining, 'tell it like it is' Rough
Guide, packed with exhaustive practical information and our experts' honest independent recommendations. Whether you plan to
hike through the stunning Yorkshire Dales, sample delicious cake at the famous Bettys tea rooms, discover the fascinating history
of York or visit the county's impressive museums, The Rough Guide to Yorkshire will show you the perfect places to explore,
sleep, eat, drink and shop along the way. Features of The Rough Guide to Yorkshire: Detailed regional coverage: provides in-
depth practical information for every step of every kind of trip, from intrepid off-the-beaten-track adventures, to chilled-out breaks in
popular tourist areas. Regions covered include: South Yorkshire, West Yorkshire, Vale of York, Yorkshire Dales, North York Moors
and East Riding. Honest independent reviews: written with Rough Guides' trademark blend of humour, honesty and expertise, and
recommendations you can truly trust, our writers will help you get the most from your trip to Yorkshire. Meticulous mapping: always
full colour, with clear numbered, colour-coded keys. Navigate Scarborough, Sheffield and many more locations without needing to
get online. Fabulous full-colour photography: features a richness of inspirational colour photography, including the grand Castle
Howard, a majestic stately home displaying 18th-century architecture, and pretty views of River Nidd flowing through the market
town of Knaresborough. Things not to miss: Rough Guides' rundown of Leeds, Wensleydale, the North York Moors and Whitby's
best sights and top experiences. Itineraries: carefully planned routes will help you organise your trip, and inspire and inform your
on-the-road experiences. Basics section: packed with essential pre-departure information including getting there, getting around,
accommodation, food and drink, health, the media, festivals, sports and outdoor activities, culture and etiquette, shopping and
more. Background information: comprehensive Contexts chapter provides fascinating insights into Yorkshire, with coverage of
history, religion, ethnic groups, environment, wildlife and books, plus a handy language section and glossary. You might also be
interested in...Rough Guide to The Lake District, Rough Guide to England and Rough Guide to Great Britain. About Rough
Guides: Rough Guides have been inspiring travellers for over 35 years, with over 30 million copies sold. Synonymous with
practical travel tips, quality writing and a trustworthy 'tell it like it is' ethos, the Rough Guides' list includes more than 260 travel
guides to 120+ destinations, gift-books and phrasebooks.
From the eighteenth century, York was one of the places employing its own hangmen, copying London and Newgate,
even to the use of the word Tyburn to define it's Knavesmire gallows, also known as the 'three-legged mare'. That was
where highwayman Dick Turpin met his fate; but later, in the Victorian period, Armley Gaol in Leeds also became a
hanging prison, the site of the death of the notorious killer Charlie Peace. The tales of the villains and the victims are well
documented, but Stephen Wade also provides us with the stories of both Yorkshire-born hangmen and others who
worked in Leeds, Hull or Wakefield. For the first time, Yorkshire's Hangmen brings together the tales of the lives and
professional careers of these men, some famous, others long forgotten, who held a morbid fascination for the public.
Their trade was mysterious, revolting and yet justified by many famous figures in history. The book includes accounts of
killers, spies and traitors meeting their doom, but also tells something of the personalities of the hangmen, and of their
moral dilemmas as they had to hang women and young people as well as hardened villains. Many of the executioners
suffered terrible depression; some took their own lives, and others, such as the famous Albert Pierrepoint, even
questioned their work in later life.
"The Camera Fiend" by E. W. Hornung. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered
gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously
edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-
friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Between December 1642 and July 1644 two armies fought for control of Yorkshire. One was commanded by Lord
Fairfax, for Parliament, and the other by the Earl of Newcastle, for King Charles I. Rearguard actions, sieges, skirmishes,
retreats and large-scale setpiece battles punctuated the course of the Civil War in Yorkshire. David Cooke's account of
this bloody and disruptive phase in Yorkshire's history offers a graphic description of the actions themselves and takes
the reader on a tour of the battlefields and other sites associated with the clashes of centuries ago.
The Rough Guide to Yorkshire was the first comprehensive guidebook to England's largest county. Detailed coverage of
the ruggedly beautiful Dales and Moors, the magnificent North Sea coast and historic York rubs shoulders with
penetrating insights into the multi-cultural cities of Leeds and Sheffield, the resurgent port of Hull, and the many industrial
conurbations, market towns and rural villages in between. Take your pick of great stately homes to visit, of cathedrals
and churches and monastic ruins, of steam railways and seaside resorts, of world-class historical and industrial
museums, of hotels and places where you can consume good Yorkshire food and ale. Full-colour sections cover
Yorkshire's varied landscape and world-famous writers and artists. Whether you're on holiday, on business, visiting family
and friends or just passing through - even if you've lived in Yorkshire all your life - The Rough Guide to Yorkshire will
ensure that you don't miss a thing. Make the most of your time on EarthTM with The Rough Guide to Yorkshire.
100 Walks in YorkshireWest Riding and the DalesCrowood
It's an extraordinary tale of yeast-obsessed monks and teetotal prime ministers; of how pale ale fuelled an Empire and
weak bitter won a world war; of exploding breweries, a bear in a yellow nylon jacket and a Canadian bloke who changed
the dringking habits of a nation. It's also the story of the rise of the pub from humble origins through an epic, thousand-
year struggle to survive misunderstanding, bad government and misguided commerce. The history of beer in Britain is a
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social history of the nation itself, full of catastrophe, heroism and an awful lot of hangovers. 'a pleasant antidote to more
po-faced histories of beer' Guardian 'Like a good drinking companion, Brown tells a remarkable story: a stream of
fascinating facts, etymologies and pub-related urban phenomena' TLS 'Packed with bar-room bet-winning facts and
entertaining digressions, this is a book into which every pub-goer will want to dip.' Express
Our first issue talks about the top stories for the last 12 months of the paranormal. We invite you to think like a skeptic in
the skeptics corner! and why not learn about some new ghost hunting equipment. Ask a demonologist your questions!
and Tell us your chilling ghost stories along the way. Get lost In Clare's Creepy Corner! If thats not enough then we also
have paranormal teams from around the world sharing their experiences and a interview with a Bigfoot enthusiast!
Yorkshire is a walker's paradise. This collection of 100 walks of up to 12 miles covers West Riding and The Dales and will
help you explore the best of this beautiful and diverse county. The Crowood Walking Guides include; detailed and
accurate route descriptions; full-colour mapping which is sourced from the Ordnance Survey; where to park and places to
eat and drink and interesting sights to see along the way. Illustrated with 92 colour route maps and one regional map.
Frommer’s is the name you can trust for great travel bargains. Our acclaimed $-a-Day series is not for backpackers who
want to rough it, but for travelers with taste, who’ve outgrown their student lifestyle and demand comfortable
accommodations and good, authentic meals at a reasonable price. Each guide is loaded with detailed listings for mom-
and-pop motels, B&Bs, comfortable guesthouses, good-value bistros, and ethnic restaurants. You’ll find a bargain-
hunter’s shopping guide, affordable fun after dark, and complete sightseeing coverage, including the best things to do for
free (or almost). Our expert authors have already gone everywhere you might go--they’ve done the legwork for you, and
they’re not afraid to tell it like it is, saving you time and money. Every Frommer’s $-a-Day Guide is up-to-date, with
dozens of color maps and exact prices for every single expense, so you can accurately plan each day’s budget.
Frommer’s knows that affordable travel doesn’t have to mean making sacrifices. It’s about having f un and getting a
great deal! England has become shockingly expensive, so you’ll rely on England from $70 a Day to help make your
pounds and pence go further. This incredibly detailed guide offers candid reviews of hundreds of cozy, comfortable
accommodations and affordable restaurants. It’s packed with money-saving tips on airfares, rail passes, sightseeing,
theater tickets, shopping, and more. Our complete sightseeing guide will show you castles, cathedrals, spetacular
gardens, literary landmarks, lovely walks through the countryside, and where to meet the locals in the most charming
country pubs and tea houses.
Krimi. This novel finds Cammon journeying to the Jurassic Coast to solve a seemingly ordinary domestic crime. At first
glance, the perpetrator appears to have murdered his wife before drowning in the English Channel, but Cammon soon
learns that his case is merely a sideshow. A broader series of murders has been unfolding along the cliffs, baffling the
local police
A guidebook to 44 circular walks in the south and west of the Yorkshire Dales National Park, with bases including
Sedbergh, Malham, Grassington, Skipton, Settle and Kirkby Lonsdale. The walks cover the valleys of Wharfedale,
Littondale, Malhamdale, Ribblesdale and Dentdale - each with its own distinctive landscape and character. Also included
is the Yorkshire Three Peaks, a 23 mile (37km) challenge to bag three summits - Pen-y-ghent, Whernside and
Ingleborough. The walks range between 3.5 and 13 miles in length and showcase Yorkshire's diverse landscapes,
beautiful views and rich heritage. With the exception of the Three Peaks walk, they are designed to suit most abilities:
steeper sections are rare and usually short-lived. Detailed route description and 1:50,000 OS mapping are provided for
each route, along with information on nearby points of interest and facilities. Highlights include delightful riverside walking
in Wharfedale, spectacular views of the distant Howgills and Lake District Fells, and the arresting limestone cliffs of
Malham Cove providing a wonderful introduction to this magnificent area.
A guidebook to 43 circular day walks covering the northern and eastern Yorkshire Dales. The walks range between 3 and
11.5 miles in length, and there are suggestions for devising longer days by combing routes. Step by step route directions
include lots of information about the area, and each walk is illustrated with clear OS mapping and vibrant photographs.
From Pateley Bridge and Aysgarth in the East to Kirkby Stephen and Richmond in the north, each valley has a character
and history of its own and this guide covers the varied fell and dale landscapes of the Howgills, Mallerstang, Swaledale,
Wensleydale, Coverdale and Nidderdale. The north and eastern regions of the Yorkshire Dales are full of wild, rugged fell
tops carved by limestone crags, deep scooped-out dales with lonely farms far from villages, the ruins of medieval castles
as well as the warm bustle of Dales villages and good pubs. The Howgills north of Sedbergh have a different look, with
their wide domes, steep sides and long miles of grassy ridges.
Includes some of the finest, iconic views of the coast of Cornwall - where land meets sea, meets sky.
Warning! Creating Images on Fabric Can Be Addictive. Includes 13 Quilt Projects & Exhibition Gallery. 13 innovative projects with
step-by-step instructions and inspiring digital techniques. Getting-started chapter on equipment, supplies, printing on fabric, and
image-editing software. Gallery of more than 40 entries selected for the Innovative Fabric Imagery special exhibit in Houston. This
book is filled with inspiration for fabric artists, from projects that show step by step how to make art quilts using your own photos
and images, to galleries of stunning art made by some of today's most innovative quilters. Have fun creating artistic effects with
image-editing software such as Photoshop® Elements and Kaleidoscope Kreator 2, then printing your images on fabric and
turning them into fabulous quilts.
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